
The pad is without doubt the most important and delicate element in the pad printing process to obtain the

print of quality. There are al lot of point to consider to make a correct choice of a pad.

The easier  way is to send directly to TOSH the object that you need to print and we will choice the ideal pad for your

specific application. But this is not the quickest solution.

To accelerate the choice, TOSH supply a simple catalogue, that enable the customers in finding a range of pads which

most suit  the need in a very quick way.

In the CD you can find the complete pads catalogue, compound of various files PDF; every file groups all the pads of

same shape typology.

The single pad cards are paged in A4 format and there are two different methods to vision  them: eight cards per page,

for the summarizing aspect of the catalogue; or  three pads per page,  for picture details.

Every value of fields of dimension are expressed in millimetres.

It is reported the diameter of round base pads and the width/length of all of others.

For pads with  particular shapes it is possible to find the quotes into the picture. The technical drawing beside shows all

reported quotes in the dimension fields with letters of reference.

The  height quote mentioned for every pads includes the base of  support. All TOSH pads are supplied on the wooden

base,  those with _ALL code are supplied on  aluminium base.

In  GENERAL INFORMATION file you can find all the information useful to choose the pad in a correct way regarding its

shape,  kind of rubber and hardness.

In  case of you can not find what you need in the catalogue, TOSH is able, in a really short time, to produce mixtures

with special formulas and also shapes out of standard.

The date reported on the CD backside shows the latest up-to-date .

The real time updated catalogue is available on www.tosh
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